
The recently leaked draft of a Supreme Court opinion suggesting the court will overturn Roe v. Wade has 

some people celebrating and others protesting. A recent survey regarding whether abortion should be 

legal, however, reveals that the most common answer among Americans is "it depends." This 

installment of The Wired Word gives us an opportunity to discuss this matter and look to the scriptures 

for guidance. Our hope is that groups will approach this challenging topic with empathy for those whose 

opinions differ and with kindness, civility, Christian love and the goal of understanding -- if not agreeing 

with -- one another. 

If you'd prefer a different topic, look at our second lesson, which begins with a professor's decision to 

become a student of a language he found difficult to master. His online teacher used words of praise 

that the professor found so uplifting, that he began to examine his own pedagogical methods, which 

were more critical of students. The professor's experience provides the opportunity to look at how 

Christians can praise and encourage one another as well as others beyond the church fellowship.  
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Supreme Court May Overturn Roe v. Wade, Leaked Draft Reveals 

The Wired Word for the Week of May 15, 2022 

In the News 

On May 2, the political journalism site Politico reported that an initial draft of a majority opinion of the 

Supreme Court, written by Justice Samuel Alito and leaked to Politico by someone still unidentified, 

indicated that the court will vote to overturn the landmark Roe v. Wade decision. Observers presume 

this would be with a split vote, with the conservative justices, who are in the majority on the court, 

carrying the day in its upcoming ruling in Dobbs v. Jackson Women's Health Organization. 

Roe v. Wade is a 1973 decision of the U.S. Supreme Court that removed the authority of states to ban 

the practice of abortion. It instituted a "right to privacy" in the U.S. Constitution that implied that a 

woman could choose to have an abortion without excessive government restriction. The ruling also said 

the abortion right is not absolute: It must be balanced against the government's interests in protecting 

women's health and prenatal life. 

Dobbs v. Jackson Women's Health Organization is a pending Supreme Court case about the 

constitutionality of a 2018 Mississippi state law that bans most abortion operations after the first 15 

weeks of pregnancy. Lower courts have prevented enforcement of the law with preliminary injunctions. 

"We hold that Roe and Casey [a related Supreme Court ruling] must be overruled," Justice Alito wrote in 

the document. "It is time to heed the Constitution and return the issue of abortion to the people's 

elected representatives." In other words, the decision would hold that the Constitution leaves abortion 

laws to the discretion of the various states and not to the Federal court system. 



Reaction to the news has been swift and, from those who agree with Roe v. Wade, angry, with 

protestors gathering outside the high court building and outside the homes of some of the conservative 

justices. Supporters of overturning Roe v. Wade also gathered outside the court, to publicly celebrate. 

While the leaker remains unidentified, some observers have speculated that that person opposes 

overturning the 1973 decision and had leaked the document to raise public opposition to the move. 

Other observers suggest that the leaker supports overturning Roe v. Wade and leaked the document to 

keep the court from changing its majority decision. 

In either case, assuming the leaker was someone inside the Supreme Court system, the leaker violated 

his or her oath of secrecy regarding everything seen and everything heard, especially the internal 

deliberations of the court. The Supreme Court desires that its opinions are as isolated as possible from 

external influence, and it takes care to keep deliberations confidential. Printed drafts are to be 

shredded, and the drafts themselves are composed on an internal local network that is not connected to 

the internet. In effect, the Supreme Court tries to prevent outside influence by keeping all deliberations 

internal. 

Following the leak, Chief Justice John Roberts confirmed the authenticity of the leaked draft opinion but 

said that a draft ruling does not represent the court's final decision. He also directed the Marshal of the 

Court to launch an investigation into the source of the leak. 

"To the extent this betrayal of the confidences of the Court was intended to undermine the integrity of 

our operations, it will not succeed," Chief Justice Roberts said. "The work of the Court will not be 

affected in any way." 

It should be noted, however, that the fact the document was leaked and what the document said are 

two separate issues. Some observers suggest that politicians who are talking a lot about the wrongdoing 

of the leaker want to avoid talking about the content of the leaked document. 

As to Americans in general, a great many are conflicted about abortion, and not just with those who 

hold opposing views. In fact, many Americans hold varying moral and legal positions in their own minds 

regarding abortion. 

A report from the Pew Research Center in March of this year shows that the most common answer to 

the question of whether or not abortion should be legal is "it depends." And that is true even among 

groups with the strongest positions on the issue. 

Only a minority of those polled want to legalize or ban abortion outright.  

More on this story can be found at these links: 

Supreme Court Has Voted to Overturn Abortion Rights, Draft Opinion Shows. Politico 

Supreme Court Says Leaked Abortion Draft Is Authentic; Roberts Orders Investigation Into Leak. CNBC 

America's Abortion Quandary. Pew Research 

Roe v. Wade Case Summary: What You Need to Know. Findlaw.com 
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The Big Questions 

1. If you consider yourself pro-life, in what pro-choice arguments can you see some merit? If you 

consider yourself pro-choice, in what pro-life arguments can you see some merit? 

2. What are the moral issues regarding abortion? What are the social issues? What are the theological 

issues? How do differing circumstances -- rape, incest, health risk to the woman, drug addiction and 

impact on the fetus, extreme disability of the fetus, ability to care for the child, etc. -- affect your 

answers to the questions about moral, social and theological issues? 

3. Is it likely that those who support abortion laws that make no exceptions in the case of rape or incest 

would want those restrictions to apply if the impregnated woman or girl were their own loved one or if 

they themselves were impregnated as a result of rape or sexual abuse or incest? In what circumstances 

might someone who supports no restrictions on abortion want a woman or girl who is a loved one to 

not follow through on a plan to have an abortion? 

4. How important is certainty about social issues in leading a Christian life? Assuming certainty is not 

required in all things, what makes a topic something in which certainty is required? How should one deal 

with varying degrees of uncertainty? 

5. Surveys say that many people are somewhere in between the full-blown pro-life and pro-choice 

positions. What might an in-between position that leans pro-life look like? What might an in-between 

position that leans pro-choice look like? 

6. If you have ever personally known someone who elected to have an abortion or who struggled 

personally with the decision and chose to carry the pregnancy to term, how did that affect your view of 

abortion, if at all? 

Confronting the News With Scripture and Hope 

Here are some Bible verses to guide your discussion: 

Psalm 139:13-14 

For it was you who formed my inward parts; 

    you knit me together in my mother's womb. 

I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. … 

(For context, read Psalm 139:1-18.) 

With this poetic expression, the psalmist presents the view that the beginning of a human life is not 

merely a biological event but is the result of the will and work of a caring Creator. The Creator is 

pictured as actively involved in the in utero development, "knitting" the individual together. (That 

metaphor is also used in Job 10:11: "You clothed me with skin and flesh, and knit me together with 

bones and sinews.") 

These verses from Psalm 139 are often quoted as biblical support for the sanctity of all human life, 

which is a legitimate way to understand them. We should note, however, in reading the whole psalm, 
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that the psalmist's purpose was not to make a statement about life in the womb per se, but to declare 

that God knows and is with the psalmist in all circumstances of life, including even in the womb. 

Questions: What affirmation about God do you hear in these verses? How might this verse apply to 

other life and death issues, such as euthanasia, capital punishment, suicide and the life of a mother 

when a pregnancy endangers her? 

Ecclesiastes 6:3-5 (The Message) 

Say a couple have scores of children and live a long, long life but never enjoy themselves -- even though 

they end up with a big funeral! I'd say that a stillborn baby gets the better deal. It gets its start in a mist 

and ends up in the dark -- unnamed. It sees nothing and knows nothing, but is better off by far than 

anyone living. (For context, read Ecclesiastes 6:1-6.) 

This verse is occasionally quoted to argue that the Bible accepts abortion as a reality of human 

existence. The Hebrew word translated as "stillborn" in the verse above is nephel and is translated the 

same in most modern translations. Some older translations render it as "untimely born." 

But nephel means "something fallen" and can be translated as "abortion." If that term were used in this 

passage, it would likely refer to a spontaneous abortion (the medical term for a miscarriage), rather than 

an elective one. 

In any case, the writer of Ecclesiastes seems to be saying that a person who has many good things but 

finds no enjoyment in life is less well-off than the individual who was born dead or spontaneously 

aborted and never saw life. Although the stillborn child goes from "a mist" to "the dark," the author 

reasons that the journey is mercifully brief, unlike the slog of one who lives a long life but is miserable. 

That's the reasoning, but it seems to some to be an unwarranted jump to read this passage as 

sanctioning elective abortion. Still, it does recognize that pregnancy ending with the death of a child is a 

reality of life, and in some cases, that may be the better outcome than the child surviving for a life of 

suffering. 

Questions: What kinds of circumstances in a person's life might lead you to conclude that the person 

would have been better off never to have been born? How, if at all, does this relate to your thinking 

about elective abortion? 

Proverbs 18:17 

The one who first states a case seems right, until the other comes and cross-examines. (No context 

needed.) 

This proverb notes the problem of only hearing one side of an argument. When it comes to social issues, 

including abortion, any situation in which those speaking (or speaking the loudest) have the same 

leaning results in there being only one side that "states a case." Other people, who perhaps haven't 

thought much about the matter, hear only one side of it and may have little incentive to examine both 

sides of the issue. 
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One TWW team member commented, "I once taught a Bible class where one of the students was very 

active in the pro-life movement. She got upset with me when, in class, I once stated that, unless one 

could argue the position that human life doesn't begin at conception, then one couldn't be sure of one's 

own opinion." 

Questions: Have you ever reached a conclusion after listening to only one side? Has listening to another 

side ever made a difference? Should you seek to weigh the various sides of an issue before coming to 

your own conclusion? Why or why not? Is saying "This is where my family (or church, or group) stands" a 

sufficient explanation for your conclusions? Explain your answer. 

Mark 12:29-31 

Jesus answered, "The first is, 'Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God, the Lord is one; you shall love the Lord 

your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength.' The 

second is this, 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself.' There is no other commandment greater than 

these." (For context, read Mark 12:28-34.) 

The passage above from Psalm 139 is sometimes quoted as biblical support for a pro-life position. The 

passage above from Ecclesiastes 6 is sometimes quoted as biblical support for a pro-choice position. But 

it seems to us that it does no good to get into a "dueling passages" circumstance with the scriptures. As 

we have seen, both passages provide food for reasoning from spiritual perspectives. But in the end, we 

come to the fact that the primary instruction Jesus gave is in the passage from Mark 12 above, where he 

identified two commandments -- loving God and loving our neighbor -- and said there were none 

greater. 

Thus, whatever we conclude about abortion we need to check against these two commandments. 

Questions: How does your view about abortion reflect your love for God, with your heart, soul, mind 

and strength? How does your view about abortion reflect your love for your neighbor who is an unborn 

child? How does your view about abortion reflect your love for your neighbor who is a woman with an 

unwanted pregnancy? How does your view about abortion reflect your love for your neighbor who is 

pregnant as the result of rape, incest or other form of coercion? How does your view about abortion 

reflect your love for Christians who hold a different/opposite view? 

For Further Discussion 

1. It's been said that a divided mind -- having more than one view of a matter -- is a description of what 

it means to be human. What is your reaction to that? In what areas of following Jesus do you experience 

the divided mind?  

2. What do you make of the historic argument that abortion should be "safe, legal and rare," especially 

given that abortions are not "rare" now? 

3. Do you think there is only one view regarding abortion that can be called "Christian"? Explain your 

answer. 
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4. Do you think a person who can be described by the expression "often wrong but seldom uncertain" 

would be fun to be around? Why or why not? 

Responding to the News 

If the Supreme Court does, in fact, overturns Roe v. Wade, and many U.S. states make abortions for 

almost any reason illegal, while others make abortions for almost any reason legal, there will still be 

women seeking abortions who cannot travel to states where abortions are legal. This is a good reason to 

consider the mission work we support. How do our missions help women who are victims of coerced 

sex? How do our missions provide help for women in low-income situations who decide to keep and 

raise children they bear? How do our missions help connect women who don't want or are unable to 

keep their newborn with couples eager to adopt a child? How do we function as pro-life for children 

after they are born? 

Prayer 

O God, be with all those who must make hard decisions about pregnancies, that they find your will and 

receive your help. In Jesus' name. Amen. 

Other News This Week 

Professor Gains Insight Into Motivation From His Teacher's Praise 

The Wired Word for the Week of May 15, 2022 

In the News 

Last week, Sabith Khan, a university professor, reported on what he learned when he signed up for 

online Arabic classes offered by an Egyptian company.  

Khan told his teacher that he had struggled in previous attempts to learn the language. 

"We are all students, my friend," his teacher said. "Don't worry; I am here to teach you. You are a very 

hardworking student and it is my pleasure to help you." 

It felt strange to Khan to take on the role of a vulnerable student in need of help. 

But his teacher eased his discomfort, complimenting him for his efforts and the smallest progress. 

Hearing praise from his tutor's lips made him surprisingly happy and confident. 

Perhaps, Khan thought, he had been too stingy in praise he offered to his own students, believing that 

excessive praise "made students complacent, even lazy." He wondered whether he might be a more 

effective teacher if he learned to be more generous with sincere words of encouragement.  

Evaluating and grading student work was part of his job, he recognized, but Khan was determined to 

follow his tutor's example by praising his students as frequently as possible. 



Researchers in behavioral psychology have learned that humans are motivated by praise that is sincere, 

sparing and specific. When praising people, the goal should be to build their inner motivation so that 

they don't become overly reliant on others for their sense of self-worth, addicted to the approval of 

others. Excessive praise can lead to lowering of expectations and standards, so that students come to 

accept a mediocre status quo rather than putting in greater effort to improve or excel. 

When children are praised only for their performance or achievements, they may come to believe that 

they can only be loved and accepted if they continue to perform at high levels. It's important, experts 

say, to focus praise on character and effort, rather than only on success or accomplishments. 

When offering praise, avoid comparing the person to others, which can heighten interpersonal conflict 

and competition. Instead, highlight the person's own goals, progress, behavior and character. 

More on this story can be found at these links: 

Language Lesson: A Professor Learns the Power of Praise. Christian Science Monitor 

The Ultimate Guide to Praising Your Kids. biglifejournal.com 

How to Praise a Child With Words. Parentingforbrain 

Positive Reinforcement in Psychology. PositivePsychology.com 

The Big Questions 

1. What's the difference between praise and flattery? Between positive reinforcement and 

manipulation? 

2. Who benefits most from praise: the person being praised, the person doing the praising or observers 

of the praise? How does praise affect each person?  

3. What happens when a person is praised for qualities such as physical strength or beauty, intelligence, 

artistic talent, etc., if and when those qualities decline or disappear, for whatever reason? 

4. What can a leader or authority figure gain from periodically choosing to take on the role of a learner 

or follower? 

5. Do we praise God because (we think) God needs praise, wants praise, likes praise? Or is praise 

immaterial to God?  

Confronting the News With Scripture and Hope 

Here are some Bible verses to guide your discussion: 

Proverbs 31:10, 28-31 

A woman of strength who can find? 

    She is far more precious than jewels. … 

Her children rise up and call her happy; 

    her husband, too, and he praises her: 

"Many women have done excellently, 
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    but you surpass them all." 

Charm is deceitful and beauty is vain, 

    but a woman who fears the LORD is to be praised. 

Give her a share in the fruit of her hands, 

    and let her works praise her in the city gates. 

(For context, read Proverbs 31:10-31.)  

This passage may be familiar to many, as it is frequently quoted in Mother's Day sermons and greeting 

cards. Here we see an exemplary woman who is praised by her husband, children and community, not 

so much for her outward beauty and social graces, but for her reverence for God, her good character 

and deeds, and her many virtues.  

This woman is commended for qualities of trustworthiness and loyalty (vv. 11-12), diligence, business 

acumen, resourcefulness, management skills, strength and success (vv. 13-19, 22, 24, 27), generosity 

and charity (v. 20), fearlessness (v. 21), dignity and good humor (v. 25), wisdom, kindness and teaching 

ability (v. 26).  

The reference to city gates in verse 31 may suggest that she is a woman who fights for justice, since that 

is where the elders gathered to hear the concerns of the people and render judgments, as in a court of 

law. We might also infer from verse 30 that even God finds the character and deeds of such a woman 

worthy of praise.  

Questions: What is deceitful about charm and vain about beauty? Which of the qualities listed in the 

text do you think are most important, and why? 

Matthew 6:1, 5-6 

[Jesus said,] "Beware of practicing your righteousness before others in order to be seen by them, for then 

you have no reward from your Father in heaven. … And whenever you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, 

for they love to stand and pray in the synagogues and at the street corners, so that they may be seen by 

others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But whenever you pray, go into your room and 

shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret, and your Father who sees in secret will reward 

you." (For context, read Matthew 6:1-8, 16-18.)  

Jesus cautioned against seeking praise from other people. In this extended passage, he mentioned 

various religious practices (giving alms, praying and fasting) that should be done quietly, without calling 

attention to oneself in order to win the approval of others.  

In Luke 18:9-14, Jesus told another story, about a Pharisee and a tax collector who went to the temple 

to pray. The Pharisee, being a pious man, appeared to be thanking God that he was not a criminal or 

sinner like the tax collector, but he was really praising himself as he recounted his regular fasting and 

tithing. Jesus said it was not the self-congratulatory man God accepted, but the humble tax collector 

who recognized his need for God's mercy. 
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Here's a contemporary example of what author Matt Gilligan calls "humble-bragging," from social 

media: "I saw a homeless man in front of Walmart and I was only getting 1 thing Bc I didn't have much 

money, but instead I bought a case of water & gave it to the man. I gave him the last of my money & 

walked away crying Bc I just felt God praising me 4 putting others before myself."  

In Romans 2:28-29, Paul writes about receiving praise "not from humans but from God." What God 

thinks of us is of far greater importance than what we think of ourselves or what others think of us. 

Questions: What is the difference between rewards from humans and rewards from God? Why might 

people "settle" for rewards from humans instead of looking for rewards from God? 

1 Thessalonians 1:3, 6-8 

[Paul wrote that he prayed for the Thessalonians,] remembering before our God and Father your work of 

faith and labor of love and steadfastness of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ. … And you became imitators of 

us and of the Lord, for in spite of persecution you received the word with joy from the Holy Spirit, so that 

you became an example to all the believers in Macedonia and in Achaia. For the word of the Lord has 

sounded forth from you not only in Macedonia and Achaia but in every place your faith in God has 

become known, so that we have no need to speak about it. (For context, read 1 Thessalonians 1.)  

Paul was motivated to pray for the Thessalonians, in part, because he already saw evidence of God at 

work among them.  

Later, he points to specific things they should do, as followers of Jesus, such as applying the lessons they 

learned from Paul and his team about how to live and to please God, loving one another (1 

Thessalonians 4:1, 9-10), and encouraging one another and building up each other (1 Thessalonians 

5:11).  

But Paul isn't merely giving them instructions here. He also praises them, saying in each case that they 

are already doing these things. He simply wants them to build on their behavior and to do these things 

"more and more." 

Questions: What else specifically did Paul commend the Thessalonians for? What can you learn from the 

way Paul praised the Thessalonians? 

2 Corinthians 8:7, 9-11 

Now as you excel in everything -- in faith, in speech, in knowledge, in utmost eagerness, and in our love 

for you -- so we want you to excel also in this generous undertaking. … For you know the generous act of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, so that by his poverty 

you might become rich. And in this matter I am giving my opinion: it is beneficial for you who began last 

year not only to do something but even to desire to do something. Now finish doing it, so that your 

eagerness may be matched by completing it according to your means. (For context, read 2 Corinthians 

8:1-12.)  

In many of his letters, Paul made a point of commending the recipients for specific good behavior and 

character, even when he had to address problem areas in their communities. The church at Corinth was 
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a prime example. They had to deal with issues of immorality, bad theology, confusion about spiritual 

gifts, and more. But Paul still found something to praise: faith, speech, knowledge and eagerness to give 

to those in need (v. 7). 

Paul also lifted up the example of other churches, especially those in Macedonia, which he said gave 

voluntarily, generously and joyfully to others out of their extreme poverty during a severe ordeal of 

affliction (vv. 1-3). 

Questions: When have you been inspired to "up your game" by the example of other Christians? By the 

example of Christ? What were you motivated to do? 

For Further Discussion 

1. Think about this, from TWW team member, Frank Ramirez: "Three decades ago when I was acting in 

theater, I had a director who never praised anyone. When she gave notes she only mentioned the things 

you were doing wrong. She told me if you were acting the part correctly there was no point in saying 

anything. It took me a while to get used to that silent praise. As a director, I specifically point out those 

things people are doing wonderfully and praise them, and even when I want something different, I 

praise what they're doing."   

2. Discuss this, from researcher Carol Dweck: "If parents want to give their children a gift, the best thing 

they can do is to teach their children to love challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy effort, and keep 

on learning. That way, their children don't have to be slaves of praise. They will have a lifelong way to 

build and repair their own confidence."  

3. Respond to this, from educator Rushton Hurley: "The only person you need to compare yourself with 

is who you were yesterday." 

4. Pamela Li offers a list of encouraging phrases in her article, How to Praise a Child With Words. Here 

are just a few: 

• You worked really hard for this. 

• Your effort makes an enormous difference. 

• These are very creative ideas. 

• That's a very generous [thoughtful, kind, compassionate] thing to do. 

• You're being such a good friend. 

• I like how you included others in the game. 

• You had fun doing it! Winning is not the goal. 

• You've learned so much and you will be able to use this knowledge to improve your skills. 
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• Not giving up and keeping practicing every day are your best traits. 

• Winning or losing doesn't define who you are. You do. 

• The reason for going to school is to learn, not just to do well in tests. 

Add a few of your own!  

Responding to the News 

Ask God to show you who needs a word of praise, and commit to offering such words of encouragement 

to at least one person every day for the next week. 

Prayer suggested by Psalm 3:3 

Teach us, O God, the Lifter of our heads, to find words and ways to encourage and lift up the spirits of 

others who may be downhearted. Amen. 
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